Proposed Conference for Primary Schools:
Monday September 3rd 2018 9am- 12 noon

This has arisen following:





Unprecedented contact from other Schools and Day Care providers, following
2 Ofsted Outstanding Inspections in 2017.
Success from training led by staff to other schools and via feedback from
previous conference held at Howe Dell
Requests for partnership working, to ensure this is affordable to all and
manageable for the host School.
Interest from other Heads in utilising Sept 2018 INSET Day to reduce costs
and to ensure reflection time back at own Schools in the afternoon or via staff
meetings later in the term.

TITLE: To Outstanding and Beyond! An opportunity to share lessons learned
and support preparation for your Ofsted Inspection, in a measured,
manageable way.

What will be covered?







To inspire staff at all levels to celebrate ‘Unique Selling Points’ for your
School against an Ofsted framework.
Growing Subject Leadership and assessment across a broad and
balanced curriculum: essential if aiming for Good or better grading.
Developing Middle leaders, whilst retaining teaching and learning as a
central focus.
Raising Governor profile, but without burn out for a few good volunteers
Developing the Voice of your School Community to shape future provision,
but specifically against Ofsted Framework.
Consideration of holistic well-being for adults as well as children: Nurturea ‘buzz word’ or the essence of what we need to be?
How will this be presented?








Keynote presentation from Head, Debra Massey, to outline learning arising
from Inspection framework and outcomes 2017-18, from both a personal
and strategic perspective.
Ideas on how to develop pupil, parent and governor engagement and how
this can be evidenced.
A choice of workshops led by staff specific to themed Subject leadership,
meaning that different members of staff can access the most from a
variety of workshops provided.
Projects and initiatives show cased for consideration which moved Good
to Outstanding and how these were measured.
Also if of interest and numbers allow:





Surviving Ofsted in Y6
Including not excluding, the power of Nurture and how this is evidenced
Outdoor learning: Accessing our largest classrooms: ideas and projects
shared





How do you continue to sustain the staff shared vision?
Assessment tools useful to showcase your context and progress, whatever
attainment might look like in your School.
Panel of pupils ‘Question Time style to hear the ‘client view’.

What are the costs, to include resources used for keynote and workshops attended and
having reviewed other conference costs to ensure reasonable?





£60 per person
£160 for 3 delegates from one school, saving £20 on single delegate price
£250 for 5 delegates from one school, meaning £50 per member of staff
£500 for 10 delegates from one school, saving £100 on single delegate price.

Larger groups to be accommodated via direct contact with Head please.

If interested, please contact head@howedell.herts.sch.uk, entitling correspondence ‘HD
Conference’ please. Final numbers will need to be confirmed by Monday June 25th 2018.
Priority for workshop choices will be given to early bookings.

